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We use scanning tunneling microscopy to study the domain structure of the nearly commensurate charge density wave (NC-CDW) state of 1T-TaS₂. In our subangstrom characterization of the state, we find a continual evolution of the CDW lattice from domain wall to domain center, instead of a fixed CDW arrangement within a domain. Further, we uncover an intradomain chirality characterizing the NC-CDW state. Unlike the orbital-driven chirality previously observed in related transition-metal dichalcogenides, the chiral nature of the NC-CDW state in 1T-TaS₂ appears driven by a strong coupling of the NC-CDW state to the lattice.
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The complexity of the physics driven by electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions makes the transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) a fertile playground to study complex orders as well as their coexistence with and evolution to other quantum orders. 1T-TaS₂ has been cited as a “protypical” TMD compound [1,2] in which to explore such interplay, though it also hosts some unique physics among the TMDs resulting in intense interest in this particular compound. Initially, the correlated metallic TMD received attention for its four distinct charge density wave (CDW) phases [3–5]. 1T-TaS₂ has also garnered extensive interest for a potential low-temperature Mott insulating state, not found in the other TMDs, coexisting with the low-temperature CDW state [6–10] drawing comparisons to high-temperature superconducting and heavy fermion systems [11].

The proximity of multiple quantum orders in 1T-TaS₂ has led to an interest in tuning these electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions to alter and control the material’s electronic and structural properties. Elemental doping has led to the emergence of superconductivity [12,13] and a metallic to an incommensurate CDW (I-CDW) state [5]. At temperatures below ∼180 K, 1T-TaS₂ enters a commensurate CDW (C-CDW) state. In this CDW state, 12 Ta ions distort toward a central Ta ion in a star-of-David-like pattern [26]. These stars then create a √3d₀ × √3d₀ commensurate pattern across the layer.

Between the I-CDW and C-CDW phases resides the NC-CDW state. The transition from the IC-CDW to the NC-CDW state occurs at ∼350 K [29]. The NC-CDW state is commonly characterized as having hexagonally ordered C-CDW domains separated by an IC-CDW domain-wall network or by discommensurations [8,22,30,31]. However, as has previously been noted [5], this description may be a simplification of the true NC-CDW domain structure. Lacking is a characterization of the NC-CDW state which details with subangstrom resolution the evolution of the CDW state from the domain wall to the domain center. Given that distortions of Ta ions within 1T-TaS₂ are fundamental to driving the observed CDW states and electronic properties of the material, there is an essential need to better characterize and understand the nanoscale modulations of the NC-CDW state. Furthermore, as we characterize the NC state in 1T-TaS₂, we uncover an intradomain CDW chirality which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been reported previously.

Figure 1(b) shows an STM topographic image of the NC-CDW state we acquired at room temperature. The acquired image shows a roughly hexagonally ordered domain pattern characteristic of the NC state. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the image [Fig. 1(c)] evinces essential peaks from...
To fully understand the NC-CDW state requires going beyond average quantities. To do this, we focus on the CDW superlattice and Fourier filter our topographic image such that only the central CDW and surrounding satellite peaks are included [Fig. 1(d)]. We next calculate the nearest-neighbor (NN) distances between CDW maxima so as to understand the distribution of distances. We find a large range of NN distances spanning 10.26–13.22 Å. Superimposed on the image in Fig. 1(d) are line segments connecting the CDW maxima which are color coded according to the 11.76 Å threshold with segments colored dark blue (cyan) being greater (smaller) than the threshold. Generally, the CDW maxima have a greater spacing within the domain than in the domain walls.

In the NC-CDW state, the CDW lattice is rotated relative to the atomic lattice. This is seen in Fig. 1(e) where the CDW peaks are rotated by 11.8° relative to the atomic peaks in the FFT, in agreement with angles as measured by electron-diffraction [20] and STM measurements [3] acquired at this temperature. Using the NN distance threshold of 11.76 Å, we create histograms for the local CDW lattice rotation relative to the atomic lattice for NNs above and below the threshold as seen in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). While the average relative angle for NN above the distance threshold (those generally within a domain) of 12.1° is greater than the average for those below (those generally within the domain wall) of 11.3°, there is a wide range of angles within each grouping.

To obtain a better idea of the evolution of the CDW spacing and angles from domain wall to domain center, we employ a local masking technique. For a given domain, we identify all CDW maxima with an intensity which is within 95% of the maximum CDW intensity as the domain center. We then calculate the NN distances among each of these CDW peaks, thereby quantifying NN distances at the center of the domain [Fig. 2(a), blue]. We next include the NC CDW peaks to the domain center CDW peaks and recalculate NN distances omitting the NN domain center values [Fig. 2(a), red]. We then include the next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) peaks [Fig. 2(a), green]. Finally, we include all remaining CDW peaks [Fig. 2(a), cyan] allowing us to determine the evolution of the NN distances progressing from domain walls to domain centers [Fig. 2(b)]. Obvious from the histograms are (1) an increase in NN spacing and (2) a narrowing of the distribution width as one moves from the domain walls toward the domain center. These two apparent progressions are confirmed with the evolution of the mean and standard deviation of 11.54 ± 0.52 Å (cyan) to 11.75 ± 0.49 Å (green) to 12.06 ± 0.27 Å (red) to 12.14 ± 0.20 Å (blue). We note that the NN spacing in our measurements directly at the domain center is slightly larger than the fixed NN CDW spacing of the low-temperature C-CDW state. Using the same groupings, we determine the local CDW lattice angle relative to the atomic lattice. There is a similar evolution in the mean and distribution width of the CDW angle toward the low-temperature commensurate value of 13.9° as one progresses from the domain walls to the domain centers [Fig. 2(c)]: 10.1° ± 2.5° (cyan) to 11.9° ± 2.4° (green) to 13.4° ± 1.2° (red) to 13.7° ± 0.9° (blue).

Underlying crystal disorder and defects within a sample can obscure fundamental/overarching characteristics within a material. To obtain a clearer progression of the NN distances which we extract average quantities characterizing the NC-CDW state. We find the CDW superlattice to have an average periodicity of 11.76 Å at an average angle of 11.8° relative to the atomic lattice, in agreement with previous STM, x-ray, and electron diffraction measurements [3,5,26]. Using the position of satellite peaks relative to the CDW peaks allows us to determine the average domain periodicity of 73 Å, also in agreement [5,32].

FIG. 1. (a) Top: Layered crystal structure for 1T-TaS$_2$. Bottom: Top view showing Ta-formed stars of David. Surface S ions, directly imaged by STM, are superimposed for reference. Crystal structure created using VESTA [27]. (b) 230 Å × 200 Å STM topography ($I = 450$ pA and $V_{bias} = 150$ mV). Image was Fourier filtered to include signals identified in (c). Zoom of single domain in Supplemental Material [28]. (c) Fourier transform of 230 Å × 200 Å topographic image at left. Atomic signals are circled in blue. The large orange dotted square is a zoom of the central FFT region. Within this central region are low wave-vector peaks (yellow) and average CDW peaks (white) around which there are satellite peaks (dotted green). (d) Connections between NN CDW maxima superimposed on a Fourier filtered topographic image (now grayscale). The filtered image shows only locations of CDW maxima. The average NN distance is 11.76 Å. Blue (cyan) connections show NN separations above (below) 11.76 Å threshold. (e) Histogram of NN distances with 0.1 Å bin size, reflecting image resolution. (f) Angles of NN connectors relative to the atomic lattice. Blue (cyan) shows angular distributions for connectors above (below) 11.76 Å threshold.
FIG. 2. (a) Domain center (blue) found using local intensity thresholding. NN-DC (red): Nearest-neighbor CDW connectors towards the domain center (excludes blue connectors). NNN (green): Next-nearest-neighbor connectors towards domain center (excludes blue and red). Rest (cyan): The remaining connectors (excludes blue, red, green). Domains with centers near the edge of the topography are ignored. (b) Histograms of NN distances for each connector grouping with 0.2 Å bin size. (c) Histograms of CDW angles relative to the atomic lattice for each connector grouping. Gaussian fits and the vertical line at the DC peak are superimposed in (b) and (c) to illustrate the evolution of the peak location and width.

from the domain walls to the domain center, we used the wave vectors extracted from the FFT [Fig. 1(c)] to simulate our topographic image [Fig. 3(a)]. Our simulated topography well matches our topographic image in Fig. 1(b). Using intensity thresholding we calculate NN distances and angles starting at the domain centers and progressing toward the domain walls [Fig. 3(b)]. The histograms appearing in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) illustrate the range of values and confirm the progression found in the data: The average NN CDW spacing and angle continually increase from domain wall to domain center, and the width of the distributions narrows only approaching values found for the low-temperature C-CDW state near the center of a domain.

Having elucidated the spacing and local angle of the CDW evolution from domain wall to domain center, we study the connection satellite peaks [Fig. 1(c)] have to the domain structure observed in topographic images. Fourier filtering of the STM-acquired topographic image [Fig. 1(b)] where only the central CDW peaks in the FFT are included [white circles in Fig. 1(c)] produces a topography with a regular hexagonal CDW lattice with NN CDW spacing (and angle relative to the lattice) equal to the average CDW periodicity (and angle) for the material, and which is purely incommensurate with the atomic lattice. We will call this lattice CDWave. Including the satellite peaks (in addition to the central CDW peak when Fourier filtering the STM-acquired image) leads to the full NC-CDW lattice with domain structure as seen in Fig. 1(d). We will call this lattice CDWltc. We now compare the two images. Figure 4(a) shows the locations for CDW maxima for (1) CDWave (black dots) and (2) CDWltc (blue dots). Arrows superimposed on this image point from CDWave maxima to the nearest CDWltc maxima locations, with the length of the arrow proportional to the shift distance.

The shift of the CDWltc maxima locations relative to the CDWave locations varies spatially in a way that mimics the domain pattern of the NC-CDW state. Further, the shift arrows can be used to easily identify the locations and extent of individual domains. Within a domain, each shift arrow has a continual evolution in direction (counterclockwise rotation)
and size (the shift is smallest at the domain center and largest at the domain edge). In short, we uncover an intradomain chirality of the NC-CDW state which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been reported previously. At the domain wall, there is a sudden shift in this evolution with shift arrows indicating the discommensuration between domains. Using the shift arrows to appropriately identify domain locations.

The observed shifts highlight an intrinsic chirality to the NC-CDW state: There is a counterclockwise vortexlike displacement of the CDW_{hc} maxima relative to the CDW_{ave} locations. The signature of this intradomain chirality is embedded in the satellite peaks in the FFT of the topographic image (see Supplemental Material [28]). While Fig. 1(c) shows multiple satellite peaks around several of the CDW peaks in the FFT, each CDW peak (white circles) has two associated high-intensity satellite peaks (green dotted circles). These two intense satellite peaks rotate clockwise around the CDW peaks as one progresses clockwise around the FFT center. FFTs of our topographic images of the NC-CDW state indeed commonly show two intense satellite peaks which rotate around an average CDW peak and is also commonly seen in other published STM studies of the NC-CDW state of 1T-TaS_{2} [5,17].

Finally, we explore the origin of the chiral nature of the CDW state. A chiral CDW state has been observed in 1T-TiSe_{2} [35] and recently in the low-temperature state of Ti-doped 1T-TaS_{2} [24]. The chiral nature of these states originates from the orbital structure [24,36–38]. The chirality is detected in FFTs of STM topographies through CDW peak intensities which increase/decrease clockwise or anticlockwise [24,35]. We detect no such intensity progression in the CDW peak intensities in our studies of the NC-CDW state of 1T-TaS_{2}. Rather, in our FFTs we find a clockwise rotation of two intense satellite peaks around the central CDW peaks, connected to the domain formation and chiral CDW lattice distortions from the average CDW lattice. Figure 4(d) shows arrows pointing from CDW_{ave} maxima to the nearest imaged atom evincing a very similar chiral pattern to Fig. 4(a). In each, shifts are in the counterclockwise direction leading to clear domain formation. In short, Fig. 4(d) shows the CDW displacements in the limit of a perfectly incommensurate CDW lattice which has very strong homogenous coupling to the atomic lattice with no energy cost for CDW deformations. This strongly suggests that the chiral domains formed in the NC-CDW state of 1T-TaS_{2} are driven through a strong coupling of the CDW state to the atomic lattice, not through orbital ordering which is believed to drive chiral CDW orders in related TMDs. We can understand the origin of the strong coupling of the CDW to the lattice in the NC-CDW state of 1T-TaS_{2} by exploring the origin of the chiral nature of 1T-TaS_{2}. Within a star of David, there are 13 5d electrons, one from each Ta ion, 12 of which are bonded leaving a single extra electron per star [39]. The strong coupling of the CDW state to the lattice likely originates from the Coulomb interaction of these extra electrons with the Ta lattice; these extra electrons preferentially locate near Ta ions.

Previous chiral CDW orders found in the TMDs have been attributed to orbital ordering. In the NC-CDW state of the TMD 1T-TaS_{2}, we find instead a CDW state with chiral domains which appears to originate from a strong coupling of an incommensurate CDW to the lattice. Further, our work suggests a competition between lattice coupling, producing the chiral domains within the NC-CDW state, and the energy gained from the electronic structure, in which a particular Q vector is favored, leading to the commensurate C-CDW state at low temperatures. A natural way to theoretically model and explore this interplay would be to explicitly include CDW-lattice coupling in existing McMillan-type Landau free-energy frameworks [3,40–42]. Such domain chirality may be a more general phenomenon which can be explored in systems hosting incommensurate CDW states, including in TMDs.
Methods. STM measurements were conducted at room temperature and ultrahigh vacuum (>10^-9 Torr) using an RHK PanScan STM. The chemically etched tungsten tip was annealed and then sharpened using electron bombardment in situ. High-quality single crystals of 1T-TaS2 studied in this Letter were purchased from HQ Graphene. Samples were cleaved in UHV.
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[28] See Supplemental Material at http://link.aps.org/ supplemental/10.1103/PhysRevB.106.L081407 for a topographic image of a single domain, for details on simulating the NC-CDW 1T-TaS2 topology, for figures showing arrows drawn from CDW_{ave} to nearest Ta ions, for further discussion on extracting the displacement field, for an analysis of the simulated topography.
evincing the same intradomain chiral nature of the NC-CDW state found from the data, and for additional details on the link between satellite peaks and domain chirality.


